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ABSTRACT
The effective evaluation of a human-machine system depends hecnily on a cognitive model of the
human behenior. The basic question is: how can we model the human cognition? The response should he
found in the five disciplines- that form the Cognitive Sciences: Artificial Intelligence. Cognitive Ps}'cholog\\
Neurophysiology. Linguistics, and Philosophy. Among them, the Artificial Intelligence appears as the
catalyse/- of the contributions and discoveries in the other four, trying to realize that cognitive model with
the tools of the Computer Science. Sometimes, it seems as ifthe.se disciplines spoke different languages to
describe the same ideas. It is nccessair a holistic treatment of such questions that include the human
cognition and its modeling. This becomes more clear when we ohscire that there are nowadays different
methodologies that must he integrated in some way. This is the case of the symbolic approach (artificial
intelligence), conneelionist approach (neural networks) and the fuzzy logic. This paper makes a re\iew of
the available methodologies, show ing the problems and the current solutions to answer the follow ing
question. How is possible to develop a human-machine system and an intelligent interface based on the
Artificial Intelligence that fulfills the following characteristics: human-centered design, cognitive
simulation of the human behavior, and dynamic function allocation. This paper concludes with proposals
of national projects to he applied to the Brazilian situation.

1.

HUMAN-MACHINE INTERACTION: HUMAN FACTORS AND THEIR IMPORTANCE
FOR THE UNDERSTANDING AND MODELING OF HUMAN ERRORS

We lia\e availably to us much technological sophistication in our days as well as increasingly
automated safet> systems. Despite tins, we continue to observe serious accidents some of them catastrophic
such as TMI. Chernobyl. Challenger. Bhopal. and others in the a\iation industry. In most cases, we arc
dealing with machine-centered designs instead of human-centered designs. This can be explained with an
example mentioned by Rouse 111: "Is the objective of a pilot the transportation of the airplane from the city
A to a city B. or imciting the positions, the airplane is a mean by which the pilot will transport human beings
with safety and efficiency from tlie city A to the city B? ". In the same way. the objective of the nuclear power
plant operators is not the simple operation of the nuclear reactor, but the nuclear power plant is the mean by
which the operators will generate electricity for the society with safety and efficiency. Beside this, the
processing of information in the computer does not match the processing of the information in the human
brains. Some operation support systems fail because the designers do not consider this critical difference.
This does not mean necessarily that the computers must emulate the characteristics of the human brain,
although there are researchers that seek this Utopia. Nevertheless, the computerized systems should
communicate with human beings, considering how they acquire and process the knowledge (cognitive
chaiactcristics). We can conclude from the above that it is important two aspects: human-centered designs,
and a cognitive model to simulate the human behavior for the design and evaluation of the human-machine
systems. The Rasmusscn's framework |2| is the best way to examine the processing of information occurred
during the execution of the tasks executed by tlic operatois in the control rooms of the nuclear power plants.
This model has three levels of behavior: skill-based level, rule-based level and knowledge-based level. This
third level is based on the creativity and free association of ideas to solve a problem that extrapolates the
limits of the design. The operators have to analyze the situation, to determine a new state for the system, to
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dcfinc new tasks necessary to achieve it and to follow procedures that could or not be anticipated in the
operation management. The majority of the operation support systems 'rails in the non-consideration of this
cognitive lev el.
The main reason to keep the operator in the control room conti oiled by intelligent computers is that they are
necessary to deal with non-anticipated emergencies in the designs. The designers could not imagine all the
scenarios of the nuclear accidents to develop the safety systems for each contingency. Consequently, the
operators arc trained in simulators, but the scenarios again do not guarantee that all the operational events
will be co\ered This forces us to think about an alternative to' the- classic supervisory control mode: the
collaborative control mode, an idea that has been investigated by Rouse 11]. The collaborative control mode
requires a dynamic function allocation. Both machine and humans must supervise each other, one of them
assuming the control of the situation if a non-icco\crable error from the other occurs. This is important in
non-familiar and non-anticipated events. The functions allocator must allow that every possible operation
function be allocated to the operators. This is coherent with a human-centered design,reservingto itself those
functions and systems that must be always automated, as in case of the protection systems. To accomplish
this task, the functions allocator needs adequate information coming from an operator cognitive model. It
needs also an error monitor to evaluate the operators cognitive state and to detect, classify, and recommend
corrccthc action of possible human criois. It is possible the ocurrcncc of an insufficiency concerning to
operators cognitive resources or the necessity of very fast actions due the catastrophic deterioration of the
system In this case, the functions allocator will take over the actions from the operators to be executed
through the automated sy stems. Howe\ er. this has to be done after informing the operators about the situation
and giving him/her the chances to recover. Now. let's examine in the next item the possibility of developing
the human cognition and human enois models.

2.

COGNITIVE MODELS FOR THE HUMAN BEHAVIOR: SYMBOLIC MODELS
VERSUS CONNECTIONIST MODELS

The cognitive operator model requires a human intelligence simulation The specific field of the
computer science that investigates this matter is called Artificial Intelligence (AI). The AI deals with the
following basic questions in this simulation the knowledge representation, the knowledge manipulation or
control, and the capacity of learning new knowledge. 'Ihese three items must be integrated into a cognitive
architectuie that leflects the human characteristics. To do this, the AI should woik together with other five
disciplines: cognitive psy chology. neurophysiology, linguistics, philosophy, and anthropology.
Nowadays, we have availably three basic types of cognitive architectures |3|. The first one. Model Human
Processor (MHP) models the humans as communication channels. The information flows across the
perceptual, cognitiv e. and motor subparts, which aie subject to certain restrictions represented by several time
delay constants. Many concepts in this model such as long-term memory and short-term memory were
conceived along the lesearches done in the cognitive sciences after the second woild war |4.5|. In the second
one. the humans are seen as a sy mbolic processor of logic inferences. Examples of this type arc the States.
Operators, and Results (SOAR) and the PUPS, together with their predeccssois. General Solver Problem
(GSP) and the Adaptive Control of Thought (ACT) |6-8|. These architectures arc based on contentdependent rules also called production rules, represented by the general form: IF conditions THEN actions.
The AI has produced much "expert systems' based on such rules that capture the knowledge of experts in
different fields. They are contrary to the formal logic (piopositional or predicative) working with syllogisms.
Many investigators have tried to reduce all human knowledge to the syllogistic inference rales: Aristotle (384322 B.C ). Gottfricd-Wilhelm von Leibniz (1661). George Boole (1854). Fricdrich-Ludvvig Gottlob Frcgc
(1879. 1893. 1903). and Bcrtiand Russell (1910-1913). Alonzo Church and Alan Mathison Turing proved
in 1936 that there is no formal procedure reliable enough to deteimine the status of an inference in the
predicative logic. The solution only came in 1965. when J. Alan Robinson proposed a resolution principle of
inferences. This led to the PROLOG (Programmation en Logiquc) in 1971-1972. which have been adopted in
the Japanese project of the fifth generation of computus. As mentioned by Philip N. Johnson-Laird |5|:
"Resolution is intelligent, but artificial. It provides cognitive scientists only with a standard of comparisons
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bccausc people arc hardly likely to translate all premises into a standard disjunctive form and to use only a
single rule of inference".
A different approach of cognitive architecture based on production rules is the Theory of Induction (TI)
developed by Holland ct al. |9|. "Holland criticizes the architectures above in several aspects. Concerning the
SOAR/GPS. the critics are concentrated in the fact that the basic components of the architecture (initial state,
goal state, allowable operators, and applicable constraints) may be only partially known at die moment ofthe
problem solution. A critic dri\en to both PUPS/ACT and SOAR/GPS is that their production systems allowonly one rule to fTiv (with conflVs icsolurion or chunking processes). Holland's Theory of Induction (TT) [9]
consists in the firii.^ of nu-'iplc rules through die strengdis associated to die rules, exploring the possibilities
of parallel competition and collaboration between the rules. To get the same. ACT provides a partial
matching of the rules, but this can generate non-valid conclusions. Although ACT uses strength in the rules as
in TI. the actuation spreading is automatic and independent of the rules execution. In TI. the architecture is
based on the coupling of the rules and on the support of one to another. A final critic to both ACT and SOAR
is that they use a quasi-linguistic representation of pioccsses associated with the conscious dunking. They
ignore the subcognitiv c le\el where we find unconscious processes that help the other level in solving
problems. In the level of conscious thinking. TI simulates the human cognition through higher order
operations, such as planning, within a s\stcm entitled Process of Induction (PI). The level of unconscious and
subcognitivc thinking is simulated by the classifier systems exposed later in this paper. The interface between
these two levels is not fixed, leaving as a research how learning at the subcognitivc level is integrated with
learning at the cognitive level. Induction involves two classes of mechanisms. The first one arc die
mechanisms for revising the strength of existing rules through the quantification of their uses with the
parameters like bid and pa> off. They change dining the temporal sequence of the rules, which arc coupled by
matching of their conditions and actions. The second one are the mechanisms for generating new rules
through genetic algorithms (GA) and PI of higher order. GAs allow operation of generalization and
specialization of rules, applving genetic opcratois to the niles (eg. ciossovcr) PI deals with abduction,
geneialization. specialization, concepts fomiation. and analog). The latter is so important in the assessment of
scientific discover} processes that Marvin Minsk) constructed his particular cognitive architecture called
Societies of Mind (SOM) to make easier the reasoning bv analogy. SOM is based fundamentally on the
knowledge frames concept 110.111.
In SOAR, preferential operators reduce the distance to the goal In PI. the operators are found through the
recategorization of the objects instantiated b> svnchronic rules to start relevant diachronic rules. PI works
with fiamclike declarative data structures stoied in the long-term memorv (classifier systems use only rules
and their couplings). These structures are linked through concepts As in ACT. messages sent from the active
concepts in the declarative memoiy produce the clusters of the facts or conditions to fire rules in the
production memory Initially active concepts aie the initial conditions and goals to be achieved. The rule
actions generate new concepts to be acti\e or effectors in the cm ironment. The concepts activation spreading
is not automated as in ACT. but obevs a piocessmg evele that uses the subgoaling concept of SOAR. As in
ACT. rules change their strengths through the use. but in this case the strength is incremented by the support
of the activ e concept
"Mental models" ate an oiganized set of simultaneous!) active or activ able rules. They have expectations
about futuie situations thiough diachionic rules and associations to other relevant events through s}iichronic
rules. To construct 'mental models", the human beings use pragmatic reasoning schemes consisting of a set of
high!) abstract and geneializet! infeiential rules useful to infer new empirical rules relevant to the problem
solving. "Mental models* are bridge models between two extieme positions: human reasoning using s)iitactic
niles of the formal logic and human reasoning using domain dependent content-specific rules. Holland ct al.
| ° | use a different way from the Jolinson-Laiid's mental models 112|. The main difference relics on the ways
to explain enois. The latter focuses on the woiking-memorv capacity to process several rules at the same
time (what explains some skill-based level errors such as forgetting and slips). The other focuses the capacity
of mapping concrete situations into pragmatic schemes, generating inferences according to the focused rules
(w hat explains erroi s in the know ledge-and rule-based lev el) 141.
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Hunian beings can reason by using any of these three schemes mentioned above: formal logic rules, expert
systems rules and mental models ]5]. In any case, the Al poses the point ofview of a dualism. This dualism is
characterized by the existence of a strong algorithm. It is independent of how it is embodied in the physical
brain or how could it be simulated on the electronic computer. It docs not take into account a particular
culture (anthropology) cither. This dualism (mind and body completely disconnected) emphasizes that the
physical embodiment of an algorithm is totally irrelevant. It is to be supposed consequently mat the algorithm
has some rather disembodied 'existence' 1I3|. Another question concerns the problem of the non-algoritlun
nature of the human mind We ha\c to face the following mathematical discoveries: the Bcrtrand "Russell's
Paradox (1902). the Kurt Godcl's Incompleteness, Thcorcm> (193 IK and the- AJonzo. Church, and AJan,
Mathison Turing's Thesis (1936) for the David Hilbcrt's 33rd problem. This carries us to two opposing
schools of thinking ] 13]. One is the Platonic new (which is the GSdcI's point ofview). the absolute existence
of mathematical entities and the acceptabilities of infinite sets. The other school is that from the intuitionism
(or finitism) initiated by Luitzen Egbcrtus Brouwcr in 1924. He refused the existence of any infinite set
(which is the reason for the arising of such statements like the Russell's Paradox). This reminds the Aristotle's
thinking. Howexer. Brouwcr rejected 'The Law of the Excluded Middle' of the classical logic. The dualist
conception is due to Rene Descartes who was dualist-idealist, contrary to Plato who was monist-idealisL the
same view of lmmanucl Kant. Gcorg Wilhclm Fricdrich Hegel looked for a synthesis between the two
directions. Kant and Descartes. The internal contradictions in the Hegelian idealism were explored by Arthur
Schopenhauer. Fricdrich Nictsche. and Martin Heidegger. The Philosophy could not give us yet a consistent
\ic\v of the body-mind dichotomy problem. Plato was a metaphysical idealist Kant was an cpistemological
idealist and Hegel was an absolutist idealist whose ideas were materialized in the state power.
The problem of how the algorithm is embodied is treated within the cognitive architecture type called
conncctionist models or neural netwoiks. In this appioaeh. the syntactic rules of the symbolic models arc not
explicit. They are encoded in a parallel and distributed network consisting of nodes and connections between
them, in analogy with the nets in the physical brain. The neural cells and their connections (synapses) arc
modeled as if they were capaciti\e-resisti\e elements of an electrical net. The importance of neural networks
lies on the fact that they can embody unconscious bcha\ iorJ There are dissociations between conscious and
unconscious mind. This implies that unconscious mind may depend on some fomi of distributed
representation similar to the conncctionist method. Tin's is contrary to the symbolic representation with rules
that arc used by the conscious mind to accommodate those dissociations |5|. However, conscious mind
contains also non-symbolic thinking' feelings and sensations. Some critics arc done concerning the neural
netwoik appioach |14| the lack of hieraichical structures appearing in the human brain and the lack of
selectional learning mechanisms instead of an instructional one. The first deficiency can be surpassed by a
deeper knowledge of neurophysiology, the second one. through the use of genetic algorithms (see in the fourth
item).

3.

FUZZY LOGIC: THE LINK BETWEEN THE RULE-BASED LEVEL AND THE
KNOWLEDGE-BASED LEVEL OF THE RASMUSSENS FRAMEWORK

Despite the critics of Johnson-Laird 112| and Holland et al. |9) claiming that Fuzzy Sets Theory is not
totally adequate for the concepts combination in the generation of the new rules in the symbolic conscious
piocesses. Fuzzy Logic (FL) can be used in the non-symbolic unconscious processes to answer the question
posed by Holland et al. |9|
"Perhaps the most basic issue to be addiessed in future computational work on induction concerns
mechanisms that might account for the emergence of high-level cognitive processes from more elementary
subcogniti\c ones. Gi\cn an initial set of feature detectors, hard-wired response patterns, inductive operating
principles, and other innate system components, how do abstract concepts and inferential rules eventually
arise from experience? Current work on classifier systems and neural nctwoiks may help in addressing Ibis
complex question".
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a nuclear operates- to change from a familiar situation when he/she uses rule-based (RB) sxmptomatic
diagnostic search to the unfamiliar situation A\hen knowledge-based (KB) topographic diagnostic search has
to be used in a topological way. If there arc no more fuzzy rules to apply in the KB leveL then a process of
induction is triggered (in the Rouse/Hunt approach, fuzzy niles are used in the knowledge-based level). FuzzyLogic violates the Law of Noncontradiction (ArA c ?t0).thc Law of the Excluded Middle (AuAc = universe
of c\cnts). and the Law of Identity (A=A). the Aristotle's Three Laws of the Thought [15]. Fuzzincss is a son
of the ambiguity or vagueness. So. we could havx;
Ar\Ac*

(f>;AKJAC^ universe:A & A

With this assumption. FL can represent uncertainties better than probabilistic theories that use the
randomicity concept. This arises from the fact that FL can represent intermediate c\cnts between the mutually
exclusive c\cnts A and Av" 116J. Probabilities Theory works with the Principle of Bipolarity (A and not-A)
and there is no permission for events between A and not-A. A great number of our concepts are fuzzy and
can admit intermediate states. For example, the adulthood concept is not a bipolar set: adult (> 18 years old)
and non-adult (<18 years old). It has a fuzzy degree according to the age and this fuzziness is maximum at
the age of 18 [ 16|. In the Probabilities Theory, we reason about the probability of the event be an element of
the set A. P(x is an clement of A), and P(x is an clement of A) + P(x is not an clement of A)=l. In the Fuzzy
Logic. A\C use the membership function mA(x) of the clement x in the set A: mA(x) maps x-values into the
degrees of membership in the closed set |0.11. So. we can di\ide this set into any number of fuzzy regions,
associating with them the correspondent fuzzy concept. Empirical rule as those in the theory of induction will
ha\e in their conditions/actions parts several fuzzy concepts that can be classified according to their
membership functions. Rules can be seen thcrcfoic as a mapping of a fuzzy set into another fuzzy set.
4.

GENETIC ALGORITHMS: THE NECESSITY OF SELECTIVE AND EVOLUTIONIST
STRUCTURES

As Edelman exposed in his book 114|. the modem s>nthcsis of the biology or ncodarwinism is based
on two basic principles. They are: Principle of the Hcicdity of Gregor Mendel (1822-1884) and the Principle
of Natural Selection of Chailcs Dam in (18()lM882). this synthesis started in the 1940s with Oswald
Theodore A\cry. who discovered that the DNA was the heredity material. The biological systems differ from
other physical systems because they are selection systems that work with the notions of evolution and
heredity. Edelman proposed therefore a neiual Darwinism within a Theory of the Neuronal Group Selection
(TNGS). It is based in three tenets. The first one says that the neuroanatomy (neural topology) of a given
specimen is found by de\ elopmental selection. The second one does not change the anatomical pattern but the
synaptic connections arc selectively strengthen or weakened. The third tenet says that perceptual
categorization is formed by reentrant mapping of paralleled selection of inputs between neuronal groups.
Primary consciousness (found in animals) arises when reentrant loop in the memory triggers a conceptual
categorization of concuuent pciceptions. The high-order consciousness is linked to the language symbolic
capacity and arises with the s|)ccific area of memory reserved to the semantic structures leading to a
conceptual explosion, due the linguistic experience.
Studying the problem of language acquisition by children who can deal with complexities of language even in
low ages. Noam Chomsky postulated a view of a generative grammar in which the rules of syntax arc
independent of semantics. Language can be understood therefore as a fonnal system or an algorithm.
However, some researchers have pointed that children make sense of situations and of human intentions and
then of what is said. According to the cognitive grammar of G. Lakoff. conceptual embodiment occurs before
the language. Meanings arise because concepts arc embodied, and the syntax rules arise from the linguistic
experience. In anv vva\. therefore, a cognitive architecture must demonstrate a linguistic cognitive competence
|I7|.
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It is a great challenge to construct neural networks according to the first tenet. However, we have an option to
cmaruei sdectkm nwchanisns ziccarding to ibc second and ibird "tenets to strcnstli or weaken some synaptic
constructions in the neural architecture. This mechanism is the genetic algorithm [9]. The Theory of Induction
is modeled in the subconscious le\cl by three algorithms: the classifier systems, the bucket brigade (rule
supports, bids, and payoff), and the genetic algorithm. The classifier systems are a set of Tulcs consisting of
conditions and actions. The conditions are fixed by a set of detectors and the actions by* a set of effectors. For
example. IFjprcssurizcr lc\cl is low^rapidlydecreasing] THEN |starts the second charging pump] lias two
detectors and one effector. The detectors and effectors arc represented by a combination of {1.0.#} notation,
•where 1 and 0 are binary representations. The symbol' # represents a "don't care" effector or detector. In the
rule above, the detectors and effectors not included would be represented by #s. These rules compete each
other according to their strengths to pass messages forward. The changes of the strengths are done by the
brigade algorithm. The strength increases through the continuous uses of the rule: new strcngth=old strcngthbid+payoffl where bid is paid for the predecessor rules and payoff is gained by the next rule. If there is no
rule to be applied to the conditions, new rules could be generated by the genetic operators. The main operator
is the crosso\er operator. It selects a random position / of the string from two classifiers and exchanges the
segments to the left. Then, it replaces the two lowest strength strings with the two new strings. The strings to
be combined arc chosen according to a probability distribution proportional to their average strength. Instead
of recompiling (chunking) the existing rules as in SOAR. TI hypothesize new rules.

5.

COGNITIVE MODELS OF NUCLEAR OPERATORS: THE STATE OF THE ART

In the nuclear industry, we can detect the following cognithc models |18|. They arc: Cognitive
Simulation Model (COS1MO). CognitKc and Action Model of an Ernng Operator (CAMEO). Integrated
Reactor/Operator System (1NTEROPS). Cognitive En\ iionment Simulation (CES). MIT model [19-23].
All these models are similar concerning the piocessing of information in the opcratois' mind and the sequence
of diagnosis executed by them. They follow basically the Rasmusscn's framewoik. divided in skill, rule, and
knowledge levels of processing and using the symptomatic, topographic and hypothesis-and-test diagnostic
searches. Some models ha\e more details about the steps done by the operator, while others make a macrodivision. All of them agree that the operator reason with familiar situations rcpiescntcd by frames that arc
triggered by adequate symptoms, foimulate hypothesis, confirm them, and choose those used frequently in the
past (those ha\ing more strength). Known procedures are followed according to the final decision making.
The knowledge representation in this rule-based le\cl is the same as in the ACT and SOAR. However,
instead of production systems with conflict resolution or chunking, a procedural attachment embodied into
frames of production rules is used with small -variations. Sometimes, utilizing Blackboard Architectures
(BBAs) and agenda of tasks (COSIMO). or piogramming the basic sequence of the operator tasks (as in the
Rasmusscn's framework) as general production rules The models differ just in the aspects of unfamiliar
situations in the knowledge-based lc\el (KBL) and in the formation of human errors. In the case of KBL.
there arc several alternatives: induction processes (to be implemented in COSIMO). topographic rules (Tmlcs) hicrarchicalK constmctcd (CAMEO), and qualitative reasoning using means-ends anahsis
(1NTEROPS and CES).
'
,'
In my point of \icw. the questions comingfiomthe causal ordering discussion in the qualitative reasoning put
an enormous obstacle in the generation of a reliable set of ailes to be used in the KBL [24.21]. On the other
hand. T-nilcs arc yet an option to S-mlcs in the RBL(Rulc-bascd Lc\cl). What we need are sonic kind of
NEW rules generated during the diagnosis process This kind of rules only can be achieved through an
induction process that is different from a deduction process used in the RBL. Concerning the human errors,
the following methods aic adopted* formation of slips and lapses through stress functions proportional to a
time-pressure stress function, the number of rules piocessed at the same time (the limited capacity of the
woiking memory), and the exponential decay of facts in the woiking memory (COSIMO. INTEROPS.
HUANG/SIU): computation of the capacity of dividing attention among the information channels: visual,
auditive, cognitive, motor (CAMEO). While it is necessary a combination of these two tendencies, nothing
has be done concerning the ei lors formation in the KBL (mistakes), for example, misapplication of good and
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strong rules and application of bad rules. Nc\erthdcss. the induction processes to be used in COSIMO will
force necessarily the use ofsuch errors treatment to represent the KBL errors \ 19]6.

THE NECESSITY OF HYBR1D COGNITIVE MODELS: FUZZY NEURAL NETWORKS
COUPLED WITH GENETIC ALGORITHMS AND INDUCTION THEORY

Using the Kirchhoffs electric current laws- we have (PerkeL 19S1) the equations of the neural
networks 115]:
• dt ~ R,
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and S,(.x,)=x,. a linear signal function. The Hopfiekl Circuit (1984) arises when the synaptic connection
matrix is sxmmctric (M=M').
It is usual to define two field of memories Fv and Fv and the associated equations (continuous additive
Bidirectional Associative Memorics-BAM):
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Tlic Cohcn-Grossbcig acti\ation dynamics (1983) |15| is a multiplicative model of the Hopficld circuit to
a\oid saturation problems.
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Adapti\e Bidirectional Associati\c Memory (ABAM) is a generalization of the Cohcn-Grossberg model 115].
If Biownian diffusions or "noise" processes perturb the ABAM models, we get stochastic differential
equations, with random processes as solutions (RABAM) 115]. If we scale the independent Gaussian whitenoise processes with tlic square-root of annealing scliedules or "temperatures", we have the simulated
annealing of a RABAM. Neural Network can be considered therefore dynamic systems represented by
stochastic differential equations.

-

The neural network architectures can be classified in feedforward or feedback (BAM. ABAM. RABAM) - :
models and tliey need to be trained with external data representing our knowledge about a specific subject. - \J:
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Thcrc arc two types of learning: unsupervised (like the Pa\lovian training) and supervised (renevvalpurnshment system). There arc four types of nrtsuperviscd learning: i) Signal Hebbim Lezrriwg lawsSHL
(Hebbs. 1949);2) Competitive Learning Law-CL iGrossberg. 1969); 3) Differential Hcbbian Learning LawDHL (Kosko. 1988); 4) Differentia] Competitive Learning Law-DCL (Kosko. 1990).
dm,,
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In particular. CL means that Fx neurons compete for the activation induced by the signal pattern S(x)
generated by the field FN. The SMiapscs learn only if the their postsynaptic neurons win (Sj(Y|(t))=l). DCL
means "lcam only if change".
These laws have also random versions. RABAM and ABAM theorems, and the\ guarantee adaptive global
stability [151. Competitive ABAM (CABATMs) are equivalent to the Adaptive Resonance Theory (ART) of
Grossbcrg (1982). ART means "learn only if resonate*. The Boltzmann machine is a particular case of
simulated annealing with periods of Hcbbian and anti-Hcbbian learning (negative signal).
The Adaptive Vector Quantization (AVQ) Ccntroid Theorem establishes that
E|m,]=avcragciXj)

|I5|

for linear CLs and DCLs w ith S(\)=x, and indicator functions S,(\ j)=Iu,(\).
The Supervised Competitive Learning (SCL) uses the reinforcement function r, defined by known decisionclass indicator function:

i= i

Other supcrv iscd learning models are the LMS and the BBA. The Lcast-Mcan-Square (LMS) Algorithm uses
the gradient-descent algorithm

vvitli E|cr]=Cd\ the LMS assumption for the mean-squared error, which simplifies to m)>-i=mi.+2cekX)v. The
backpropagation algorithm (BBA) propagates the instantaneous squared error backward from Fy through the
hidden fields to FN at each iteration (which biologicalK was not confirmed yet).
Models of the competitive Cohen-Grossberg equations have been applied for the pattern recognition
problems. The BBAs and the ARTs liavc been applied to the problems of coding and categorization. The
competitive Cohen-Grossberg equations and the BBAs models have also been used for speech recognition
and svnthesis. Robotics contiol uses either BBAs or DHL. In the knowledge representation. ART (words and
letters) and Boltzmann Machines (to repiesent schemas like frames) are used. For the causal inferences, we
have the Fuzzx Cognitive Maps (FCMs) using the DHL 115).
The Adaptive Vector Quantization (AVQ) theorem f 151 allow us to capture all the rules that someone needs
to control a nuclear reactor. These rules are embodied in matrices called Adaptive Fuzzy Associative
Memory (AFAM) | I 5 | that map a set of input flizzj variables read in the control room to a fuzzy set
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consisting in variables that should be changed to put the reactor in a safe and steady-state condition. If we
train a neural network with some compctith e learning using the data of simulation of a transient in a nuclear
power plant, wc can extract cluster of rules in regions defined by our fuzzy variables that have membership
functions fixed according to our fuzzy sets. They are fixed with our knowledge of the physical phenomena.
Regions that enclose a great number of associated rules will have more strength than others. These arc
preferential rules used frequently by the operators. Empty regions can be fulfilled with new rules that are
disco\crcd by genetic algorithms Avhen there arc no more applicable rules to the unfamiliar situation.
Preferential1 rales arc- responsible for the errors, committed' when someone- applies goodrales,to> the- wrong
situation. Bad rules could arise if there is no time to induce new rules with the GA. The algorithm stops
without achieving an optimal recombination of the rules with the crossoxcr operator. Time pressure can be
simulated through the forgetting of the rules with less strength in the fuzzy regions and of some input
variables when the \isual-auditi\e channels enter into conflict with the cognitive processing, pushing the
cognitive w orkload index abo\ e a fixed limit.

7.

CONCLUSION: THE HUMAN FACTORS PROGRAM AT CNEN, INCLUDING THE
COGNITIVE MODELS FOR THE EVALUATION OF HUMAN-MACHINE SYSTEMS

At CNEN. we intend to develop a Human Factoi s Piogram for the ANGRA-II Licensing that includes
a revision of the chapter 18 of the USNRC Standard Review Plan. A cognitiv e model will be used to simulate
the human-machine interface as well as to simulate the human errors to be used in a Probabilistic Safety
Assessment (PSA). We have a system to collect data 125.261 from the ANGRA-1 operational incidents that
can be attributed to human failures, but we hav e neither a protocol to inv estigate the root-causes nor an error
classification based in cognitive models. We think that the following initiatives will be useful, an
improvement of our data collecting svstcm. a development of a protocol, and. the most important, a cognitive
model based in the previous discussion to evaluate the ANGRA-I/1I NPPs human-machine interface and the
operators training systems, to choose a method of human reliability |27], and to diagnose the NPP operation
during emergencies |28|. We know that, above all. the IAEA is giv ing increasing attention to these questions
and we would like to follow the developments in this area through the international cooperation with countries
that have more experience in this area.
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